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Abstract—Community-based Question Answering (CQA) services are becoming popular as the public gets used to look for help and obtain information. Existing CQA services try to recommend someone for answering new questions. On the other hand, people are allowed to exchange information and experience using various collaborative tools. It would be interesting to combine the two approaches to increase the reliability of recommending an answerer. Thus, relying on semantically modeled traces, we propose a comprehensive approach that recommends an answerer in a collaborative environment. From a global point of view, this approach consists in evaluating users by the performance in the CQA services and the corresponding knowledge sharing activities in which they participated in a collaborative context. By modeling and analyzing users’ behavior, we assess the competency of an answerer in a particular collaborative context.

I. INTRODUCTION

Community based Question Answering (CQA) services are defined as dedicated platforms allowing users to answer other users’ questions, resulting in the building of a community in which users share and interactively give ratings to questions and answers (Liu et al. [1]). Good examples such as Yahoo! Answers, Baidu Knows as well as more social-oriented newcomers as Quora have gained popularity over the recent years [2]. In some cases when people need personal experience or real examples of applying knowledge, they prefer to seek an answer “with a human touch.” Answerers are usually attracted by less tangible incentives and social rewards such as reputation or points (Raban [3]). Millions of participants in CQA are mainly volunteers attracted by the openness and accessibility. A social network based on real identities encourages users to build reputation while access to user histories enables them to judge the reputation of others as discussed by Paul et al. [4]. At the same time, a social voting system which combines ranking algorithms for answers, allows participants to identify and promote high quality answers. For example, Zhihu, a famous Chinese CQA website which started in 2011, already has more than 10 million active users who have proposed and answered over 2 million various questions. Due to the large number of participants, it is difficult to find a right answerer to a newly-posed question, which leads to a large amount of questions unanswered. Thus, recommending an answerer for a new question needs to be achieved.

It has been years that people work on the Internet in a collaborative context. They share documents by Dropbox and Google Drive. This gap between a collaborative context and CQA services can be bridged to increase the reliability of recommending an answerer. Thus, we propose an approach for recommending an answerer to a new question in a collaborative context that allows users to organize their resources and knowledge into a semantic web. We integrate the evaluation of traces of both CQA services and other services including sharing various types of documents, editing Wikipedia articles, etc., in order to recommend a competent answerer as soon as new questions arrive.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we identify various merits and limitations of current studies on CQA services. Section III introduces the problem statement, previous work on semantic traces and our approach. In Section IV we propose a prototype of a semantic platform “MEMORae” which integrates CQA services and an answerer recommender system by exploiting all traces. Section V gives conclusions and mentions directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Our work stretches across three areas of research: semantic collaborative applications, CQA services and recommender systems. In this section we first give an overview of nowadays most popular CQA sites. Then related recommending research work will be discussed.

A. Interest of CQA Services

As the most successful pioneer of CQA service provider, Yahoo! Answers hosts over a billion answers on a wide variety of topics as mentioned by Liu et al. [2]. Typically the lifecycle of a question is as follows: the asker posts a new question and the system responds with a list of topics to index it, as shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile, each answer belonging to the index can be annotated and qualified by a vote of all participants, including the asker himself. These findings have important implications for the design of successful community knowledge-building sites. Finally, the system lines up all the answers according to how users have voted.

1Yahoo! Answers: answers.yahoo.com; Baidu Knows: zhidao.baidu.com; Quora: quora.com
Since the emergence of CQA services, ranking and recommending an answerer has been an active area of research. The recommendation process aims to guide users in their exploration of large quantities of data available by identifying relevant information as shown by Negre [5]. To provide relevant answers, significant research has been done. Liu et al. [6] combined language models with an analysis of user’s profiles and achieved satisfying performance. Agichtein et al. [7] worked on evaluating the quality of content in CQA. Shah and Pomerantz [8] predicted response success and quality. There is a corresponding problem of complex QA evaluation where recent efforts at automatic evaluation show that even for well-defined objective complex questions, evaluation is labor-intensive and poses many challenges as shown by Lin and Demner-Fushman [9], or Lin and Zhang [10].

Furthermore, it is attractive to route new questions to answerers to improve the answer quality. Jurczyk and Agichtein [11] proposed a graph structure for CQA systems to discover authoritative users in topical categories. Bouguessa et al. [12] focused on automatically discriminating between authoritative and non-authoritative users by modeling users authority scores for each topic. Additional question routing methods are discussed by Liu and Agichtein [13], Liu and Zhang [14] or Guo et al. [15]. For example, Liu and Agichtein[13] applied Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (Hofman [16]) to capture user interests in terms of topics based on their answering history. Guo et al [15] developed a probabilistic generative model to obtain latent topics for questions and users.

Nevertheless, current methods of recommending an answerer suffer from limits. As data of users behavior is only collected from CQA services, there are at least three scenarios to which current methods fail to respond:

- User A has contributed a lot on the collaboration of subject S, but A has not yet performed in the CQA of S.
- User A has performed well on the subject M. Subject S and M are semantically related.
- User A has responded to a question on subject S referring an article which is highly rated in other collaborative activities.

In the above three scenarios, even though A is most probably an expert on S, existing methods would not recommend A as an answerer of S. We believe that our method to combine analyzing user performance in CQA with that of other collaborative activities could deal with the problem.

III. Our Approach

In this section, firstly we introduce the scenario and problem we attempt to solve. Then we make a fast review of our previous work about traces in a semantic context. Finally we propose our method of evaluating participant’s performance in CQA service.

A. Problem statement

This sub-section is divided into two parts: firstly, we explain why CQA and other forms of collaboration need to be combined. Secondly, we introduce show how users are classified by how active they are during collaboration in the community of practice. Users can be recommended according to how active they are.

We found an example from Quora in which six users voted for the answer to the question “What are some examples of well-written academic papers”. We notice that for most scenarios when some answerer needs more detailed evidence or documents to cite to help proving his point, he has to quote external resources by a web-link. This mainly causes two problems: firstly participants temporally step out of the CQA, which leads to the interruption of consistency of reading and furthermore could cause a loss of fidelity to the community; secondly, participants traces of access to and interest in these resources promote the value of resources and in return help improve the reliability of the answer. But as the resource are cited from outside the CQA service, it is impossible to collect traces about the resource such as the quality of the resource or the author of this resource. Collecting that information however, can ameliorate recommending an answerer.

We propose to combine CQA services with other collaborative tools so that firstly when the asker needs to cite a document to demonstrate his idea, he refers to resources he previously stored or read within but not outside of the collaborative platform. At the same time, any users in this platform that have created or read this resource could be potential candidates to answering this question.

B. Our Proposal

In this section we discuss the features that we take into account for evaluating the performance of users in CQA. In addition, we propose to use the Logistic Regression (Cox [17]) to measure them.

1) Previous Work on Semantic Traces: In our previous work, the model of traces proposed by Li [18] allowed an elaborate analysis of interactions among users. We also proposed a model of competency (Wang et al. [19]). In Figure 2, competency is supported by “Interaction activity” in a digital platform including creating, adding, modifying, sharing,
accessing and deleting a resource. Each interaction activity is realized through a “UserAccount” representing a user of the platform. “Competency” is also related to a specific subject, e.g., the competency on “Java”.

2) Features in CQA: On each semantic concept and for each user, their performance of CQA can be rated by features indicated below. Features are divided into two categories: Asker User Traces and Answerer User Traces. Features in the category of Asker User Traces evaluate a user when he acts as the role of asker including average number of answers for his questions (which indicates if his view of this field is interesting others or not), the ratio of questions whether he himself voted for the best answer (which indicates a consensus of this field), etc. Features in the category of Answerer User Traces evaluate a user when he acts as an answerer including the best answer ratio (the ratio that his answer is voted as the best answer), etc.

The complete list of features we consider are listed in Table I. Features are divided into two categories:  Asker User Traces and Answerer User Traces. Features in the Asker User Traces evaluate a user when he acts as an asker including average number of answers for his questions, the best answer ratio, etc. Features in the Answerer User Traces evaluate a user when he acts as an answerer including the best answer ratio (which indicates a consensus of this field), etc.

3) Logistic Regression: Our approach consists in training a regressor over seven features from Table I along with traces were left on the platform. Comparing with other regression algorithms that could be applied for our purpose, Logistic Regression [17] is adaptable to our case due to its high variability and non-linear distribution of a variety of input features. Whatever the input $t$ is, output $H(t)$ is always restricted to a rational set $(0,1)$. It uses the logistic function to model an output variable:

$$H(t) = \frac{exp(t)}{1 + exp(t)}$$

A set of examples is presented by $(x_i, y_i) \in R^n \times B$ for the training set with $n$ the number of features. In the training set, for each $x_i$ the corresponding $y_i$ is equal to $1$ or $0$ indicating whether $x_i$ belongs to a certain class or not. The parameter vector of model $w \in R^n$ determines the weight of each dimension of vector $x_i$. We define the vector of features of user $i$ on concept $j$ as $x_{i,j} = [x_{i,j}(1), ..., x_{i,j}(n)]$. Each of the $n$ dimensions corresponds to features including but not limited to Table I and other features concerning use’s performance in the platform. We will explain the detail of features in Section IV. Therefore (1) becomes:

$$H_w(x_{i,j}) = \frac{exp(w^T x_{i,j})}{1 + exp(w^T x_{i,j})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $H_w(x_{i,j})$ equals to the probability if $y_{i,j} = 1$ given $x_{i,j}$ and $w$.

$$H_w(x_{i,j}) = P(y_{i,j} = 1|x_{i,j}, w)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

IV. FIRST PROTOTYPE

In this section, we propose a prototype on MEMORAE (Abel et al. [20]), a web-based collaboration platform. Firstly, we introduce the semantic model of this platform. Then, using a toy example we demonstrate how the recommender system is applied.

A. Prototype of MEMORAE with CQA

MEMORAE is a web-based platform developed using web 2.0 technologies. The aim is to facilitate knowledge sharing within organizations as discussed by Atrash et al. [21]. In this platform, different types of knowledge resources are supported: social (e.g. chat, event, wiki) and documentary. All types of knowledge resources (e.g. notes, documents, forums, etc.) are indexed by at least one concept of a semantic map. We incorporate CQA services in this platform so that when a question is asked by a user, it is indexed by a concept in the map. Just like the other types of resources: documents, notes, wikis, etc., each answer to a question is indexed according to the question. Figure 3 demonstrates a part of the semantic model and an instance of answering a semantic related question on MEMORAE. A user “PI” uses a user account “UA1” to participate the CQA in the sharing space “S1” of which she is a member. She answers question by an activity “ACR1” indexed by an index key “IK1”. This question is about Java. So the activity “ACR1” supports judging the competency of “PI” on Java. With this trace and other features collected from the platform, we could evaluate competency of “PI” on “Python” as “Java” and “Python” both semantically belongs to the class “ProgrammingLanguage”.

We also deployed the function of voting so that users evaluate a resource by relevance of which it is indexed and sharing space where the resource is visible. As shown in Figure 4, vote is a simpleResource in the ontology of MEMORAE. It is related with IndexKey by the relation hasTarget as shown in Figure 5.
Vote has four properties: creator, value of vote, IndexKey and date:

- creator: an object property indicating the user who votes.
- value_vote: a datatype property to describe to what extent a User votes a resource. This value is an integer between 1 and 5.
- IndexKey: an object property that indexes the resource on which people voted, a concept of the ontology this resource is about and a sharing space in which this resource is visible.
- date: a datatype property indicating the date a user votes.

Here for example we show how these properties are defined. Suppose we have an answer A1 to the question Q1. This answer is indexed by concepts Cpt1 and Cpt2 visible in sharing space S1 and also by the concept Cpt1 in sharing space S2. Thus this resource has three Index keys respectfully Ik1, Ik2 and Ik3 as shown in Table II. Suppose on 10th Oct. 2015, User U1 votes 4 as he believes A1 is very relevant and inspiring about Cpt1 for the members of S1. At the same time User U2 in the same space S1 does not agree and he votes 2 instead. Moreover, U1 votes 2 to A1 about Cpt2 visible in S2 as its much less relevant. Lastly, as S1 and S2 have different members and U1 believe this resource is too deep about concept Cpt1 for the members of S2 to comprehend, so he votes 1 which is visible in S2. After these three activities, we have three resources of vote as shown in Table III:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II: An example of three different Index Keys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IK1: about_instance: Cpt1; visible_for: S1; index: A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IK2: about_instance: Cpt2; visible_for: S1; index: A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IK3: about_instance: Cpt1; visible_for: S2; index: A1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Semantic model and an instance of answering a semantic related question on MEMORAe.

Fig. 4. A part of OWL code of MEMORAe.

Fig. 5. A part of OWL code of MEMORAe ontology showing the relation between vote and other resources.
B. Implementation of Recommender System

Let us have a review of the three scenarios that state-of-art methods could hardly handle: Scenario 1

1) User $i$ has contributed a lot on the collaboration of subject $j$, but $i$ has not yet performed in the CQA of $j$.
2) User $i$ has responded a question on subject $j$ referring an article which is highly voted in other collaborative activities.
3) User $i$ is competent on subject $k$. Subject $j$ and $k$ are semantically related.

For the vector of users features $X_{i,j}$, it’s far from enough to only include features in Table I. To deal with Scenario 1, performance of user $i$ on subject $j$ should be taken into account including all interactions in the platform e.g., how many times $i$ gets access to resources on $j$ or how the resources he adds to the platform is voted by members of the sharing space. As resources are evaluated and given different weight, Scenario 2 can be treated. For Scenario 3, we include the probability that $i$ is expert on $k$ $H(X_{i,k})$ to evaluate $H(X_{i,j})$, i.e., $H(X_{i,k}) \in X_{i,j}$, $k$ and $j$ are semantically related.

In Figure 6, we introduce Q&A Performance Set, User Profile and Traces in the platform as the training set $T(X_{i,j}, Y_{i,j})$ to train the Logistic Regression. To determine $w$, we minimize the squared loss by a training set of $m$ samples:

$$L(w) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (H_w(x_{i,j}) - y_{i,j})^2 + \frac{\lambda}{2} \|w\|^2$$

(4)

where $\frac{\lambda}{2} \|w\|^2$ is applied for regularization to avoid overfitting. With the Logistic Regression model trained, we give recommendation on $j$ by comparing $H(X_{x,j})$ where $x$ is members of the sharing space.

We illustrate the application of Logistic Regression by a fictitious example. Table IV contains a training set including data of seven users and a testing set. In this data set, variables $x_1, ..., x_9$ represent figures in Table I. For example, $x_3$ of user A means total questions posted by user A is 7. $x_4$ is the number of activities other than CQA on C1 a user participates. $x_9$ is the total votes received by the resources a user cites in the CQA service. $x_{10}$ represents the probability of user being a competent answerer on concept C2, which is semantically close to C1. In the training set users are distinguished by labels. A label of 1 means a competent answerer to recommend while 0 is not. We substitute this training set into equation 4 and minimize the loss $L(w)$ to get a solution of parameter set $w$.

Back to equation 2, with the acquired $w$ and test set in Table IV, we obtain $y_1 = 0.87$, $y_2 = 0.03$. It means user 1 has a probability of 0.87 to be a competent answerer. On the contrary user 2 is not recommended as the corresponding probability is only 0.03.

From the previous example, one can appreciate that our approach works well in distinguishing users. Three aspects contribute to this result. Firstly, we evaluate users not merely on their interactions on CQA, but on all activities in the collaborative platform. Secondly, how the resource users refer to is evaluated is also considered as a feature in the evaluation. Thirdly, users are not only evaluated by a single concept on which the newly arrived question is asked, but also by the semantically related concepts.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With great power comes great responsibility. This paper presents an approach to evaluate users’ competency given traces in the CQA service and other collaborative context. To reach this goal, we propose to combine the analysis of a variety of figures in CQA services with our previous work to measure users performance in a collaborative environment. A gap can be bridged between sharing knowledge resource and CQA service to increase the reliability of an answerers competency.

We integrate a stereotype of semantic CQA service in a collaborative context. From a global view we use our proposed approach to evaluate users by the performance in the CQA service and the corresponding knowledge sharing activities he participated in a collaborative context. After modeling and analyzing the behavior of users, we pair a potential user to answer a newly proposed question.

Further work includes collecting data from students of a course entitled “IA03” and evaluate the performance of our model. We apply the system of collecting users’ traces in a real scenario where participants are students enrolled in “IA03”, a course on knowledge management in the University of Technology of Compiègne. At the end of this semester we will analyze each participant’s competency on each concept as a reference to their final score.
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TABLE IV. EXAMPLE OF TRAINING SET AND TESTING SETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>label</th>
<th>$x_1$</th>
<th>$x_2$</th>
<th>$x_3$</th>
<th>$x_4$</th>
<th>$x_5$</th>
<th>$x_6$</th>
<th>$x_7$</th>
<th>$x_8$</th>
<th>$x_9$</th>
<th>$x_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>46.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y_1</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y_2</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


